Microsoft Excel 2016: Beyond the Basics

Returning to work and need to update those computer skills? Intimidated by those applicant screening on-line skills tests?

This remote-online Zoom covers many of the more advanced features of Excel.

This class is intended for students who are comfortable with Excel basics and would like to learn the computer skills to make them successful in the workplace. Topics to be covered are as follows: perform calculations on data, manage worksheet data, reorder and summarize data, analyze alternative data sets, create charts and graphics, create dynamic worksheets by using PivotTables. At the end of class you will be able to create different Excel formulas and functions and find and correct errors in calculations, sort, filter and organize Excel data into meaningful totals, use what if Analysis tools including GoalSeek, Solver and Scenarios, use Excel to created enhanced charts and sparklines, create dynamic worksheets using PivotTables.


Registration Code: SFAP-1523-T0606
Dates: Fridays, December 4, 11, 18, 2020
Time: 9 am - 11 am
Fee: $100

Location: This course will be offered remotely via Zoom. The instructor will email the Zoom information to you.

Register online at www.oaklandcc.edu/ce or call 248.232.4167 / 248.232.4150
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